
Culinary Arts Society

About the Society: Culinary Arts Society is a one of its kind society in the entire
DU circuit. We aim to bring together people who are passionate about food and
help them be acquainted with the endless opportunities that this field holds for
them. We continuously strive towards developing the practical skillsets of our
members by providing them with an opportunity to organise the only food fest in
the entire DU circuit amongst other related events, giving them ample of on-ground
experience.

Convener name: Ritika Seth

Student members (wih positions held ):
Lakshita Rathore-President
Rahul Saha-Vice President
Ujjwal Gupta-General Secretary
Harshit Singhal-Joint Secretary
Ayush Garg-Treasurer

Report of EVERY EVENT/workshop/seminar organized/participated in the
Academic Year 20-21 (Chronology: latest to oldest) in the following lay out:

Event 1: 1.The Quaranteam Chronicles-

Culinary Arts Society, Hansraj College organized its first big online event which
was widely appreciated by the audience. It involved a treasure hunt for all the
James Bond fans to test their wits, followed by a meticulously put together murder
mystery. The mind game was to solve the mystery to get hold of the final treasure
by testing the problem-solving skills of the participants in the most heated
situations. With more than 200 participants and the finalists jumping through
different platforms to find the clues to win the exciting prices, the audience could
not get enough of this event.



Event 2: 2.Sahyog-

The Culinary Arts Society, Hansraj College took an initiative along with
professional health trainers to conduct Sahyog, a program that provided free Yoga
and Meditation sessions to people of all age groups. Spreading across various
days, our morning and evening sessions with specialized trainers in their
respective fields provided a much-needed calming relief in those tough times. With
a tremendous footfall, CAS provided solace to our community during the harsh
times.
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